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Dear potential Donor,

We are actively seeking your support of a tax deductible donation. After you read the below we 
hope you will become an Unrivaled Supporter!

Unrivaled Process Exposure is a not for profit program that aims to bridge the gap from dreams 
to reality. We believe in Individualized Exposure Plan (IEP) tailor made for each athlete and their 
next phase of life. Established in 2021 by Coach Kirk Peterson and numerous players, parents, 
and coaches working together, have been nurturing life long relationships while crafting each 
athlete's IEP. The Unrivaled process maximizes exposure and the recruiting experience 
enhancing the fortunes of youth by maximizing the number of eyes on talent. We do this 
with an Unrivaled aggressive approach to get our players exposed. In many ways to 
include but not limited to social media coaching, assisting with official/unofficial visits, game 
day, and practice visits.

Since 2021, our athletes have competed on a national level. We have helped hundreds of 
athletes achieve their goal of playing football at the college level through ensuring the maximum 
exposure. It is our goal here at Unrivaled Process Exposure to put every athlete in a position to 
succeed.

Knowledge is power. Wisdom is your application and use of that power.  Understanding is the 
execution of your choice to use that power. Unrivaled wants every athlete and their family to 
lean on the lessons we have learned and the application of the Wisdom and Understanding to 
be Unrivaled. We aim to give the athletes an empowering and educational experience through 
camps, player development clinics, and informative college visits all over the Nation! We focus 
on bridging the gap between Knowledge and Understanding so all athletes can Be Unrivaled!

Sincerely,
Kirk O. Peterson

Click Here To Donate Today!

https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=QGHW9U4TTFGGJ
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